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Best Web Designer In Mumbai Got Better
Keeping his promise of providing only the best and latest services in designing, Jimmy Thakkar introduces
infographics designing and response website design services to his website design packages.
Sept. 13, 2012 - PRLog -- (NEWS) Thursday, Sept 13, 2012 --Jimmy Thakkar who is one of the best
freelance website designers in Mumbai just added few services to his web design package. Starting today
Jimmy has added infographics designing and responsive web design to his long list of designing services
like website development, logo designing, ecommerce store creation, Niche blog design and re-designing of
websites.
The introduction of these packages was a must, says Jimmy Thakkar an expert at website designing and
search engine optimization saying, "There is a lot of demand in infographics and responsive websites
development these days. People want to display infographic images on their website, on their blog, in their
presentations, portfolio and just about everywhere. I also receive numerous inquiries from people who want
to have their website designed for devices like tablets and smart phones. This is why I have added the two
services to my web design arsenal."
Thakkar has been a Web designer and a search engine optimizer for more than 10 years. He runs and
manages his complete consultancy business along with being the head designer and Chief Software
Architect at JVW Inc. Along with being a web-designer for his various clients in Mumbai; he also provides
his ranges of services of website development and Search engine optimization for his clients in Europe, the
Americas and Australia.
Jimmy Thakkar, who is also a Photoshop expert and an ace graphics designer states "I am really excited
about the market situation right now. Customers can really make out a difference between bad web
designers and good website designers. They understand that pricing is not the only thing that one needs to
see when it comes to getting a site designed. Quality does matter!”
"My goal is to get such clients in Mumbai (India), who like any client in the world is looking for a
combination of both pricing as well as quality. Yes, there are web designers that can design dream sites but
they charge you thousands of dollars and yes there are web developers who will develop a website for you
for peanuts but we both know how that design is going to look in the end."
To get your lowly priced, high quality website designed just reach out to Jimmy at
www.jimmythakkar.com.
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